Client Success Spotlight:
Successful Merger Integration Planning for IP Legal Practices
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Combinations between boutique IP law practices and

can be challenging. It’s crucial not to allow client

larger generalist law firms are on the rise.

service to suffer as you implement new processes
behind the scenes.

For generalist firms, acquiring an IP specialist can
help to rapidly expand capacity and expertise in

The Challenge

intellectual property law.
For IP boutiques, merging with a larger firm can
mean that they can offer a broader set of related
services to their clients, beyond establishing and
protecting IP.

Typically, when mergers between two law firms are
announced, it can take six months or more to
fully agree on an integration strategy, organization
structure and information systems. With the secrecy
and uncertainty surrounding potential M&A deals,

If all goes well following a merger or acquisition,
firms can improve their ability to reach new clients,
offer new services, and deepen relationships with
existing clients.

it can be difficult to start developing an integration
plan until the agreement is signed and announced
to the world.
On June 24, 2021, international law firm Crowell &

However, the process of bringing two law firms
together is also fraught with risk. Combining
operations, integrating teams, and building trust

Moring LLP and Brinks Gilson & Lione, a highly
respected 100-year old IP law firm headquartered
in Chicago, announced their planned merger.
Effective July 2, they established a new Technology
and IP department bringing together their respective
firms’ capabilities in advertising and media, brand
protection, IP, privacy, and digital transformation.
The merger with Brinks is Crowell & Moring’s
largest acquisition in the firm’s 42-year history.
Behind the scenes, partners from both firms
engaged with advisors to begin integration
planning while maintaining strict confidentiality
firewalls between the firms.
By the time the deal was signed, the newly combined
firm already had a clear integration roadmap in place
to transition and unify their operational processes
and information systems.
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Starting Early

As a first step, Aurora North employed its standard

“We wanted to be ready on Day 1,” says Jim Dixon,
COO, Crowell & Moring. “We knew we were bringing
together two very different IP practices, and it was
critical that we ensure continuity of outstanding
client service and high efficiency, while creating a
true ‘best of both worlds’ operating culture based
on the strengths that each practice group brought
to the table.”

IP Operations Assessment engagement for each
practice. This involves interviews and analysis
designed to identify how culture, process and
organizational design contribute to overall
efficiency, risk mitigation and value creation.
The Aurora North team interviewed over 30
lawyers and staff at Crowell & Moring. They also
looked closely at the firm’s internal processes, key

To kick off the planning process, Crowell & Moring
engaged Aurora North while the merger was still
under negotiation. At this stage, sensitivities were
understandably high. Initially, Dixon shared only that
Crowell was exploring a possible combination with a
large unnamed IP boutique and asked Aurora North’s
IP consulting team to share general advice and key
recommendations based on its past experience.
“Starting the planning process and engaging
consultants early enabled us to make the best use
of the time and resources available to us before the

performance indicators, organizational structure,
and internal culture.
Next, Aurora North conducted the same assessment
of Brinks Gilson & Lione’s IP systems and processes.
Using a repeatable methodology meant that Aurora
North could easily compare findings side by side.
“We kept our findings for each firm confidential
and reported our initial findings separately until the
merger was closed,” explains Adam Kenney, Director,
IP Consulting Practice, Aurora North.

merger closed,” explains Dixon. “We selected Aurora
North because of its strong reputation as specialists
in IP operations. We were keenly aware that IP
prosecution requires unique considerations.”

A Balanced View
The Aurora North team worked with stakeholders
to develop an integration roadmap in stages. The
overall approach was to determine what each firm
brought to the table, compare their respective
capabilities, and recommend best practices in
each area.
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Alignment and Transition

Once the partners had aligned on the integration

Following both assessments, Aurora North analyzed
the findings for each firm and drafted an integration
roadmap, including action items to commence
on Day 1.

with the transition.
“Working with Aurora North, we were able to make
much more progress in our integration plan, much

“We were able to put key findings for each firm side
by side and make detailed recommendations.” says
Kenney. “This allowed us to address specific questions
— everything from numbering formats to software
selection and organizational design — with a
combined group of senior leaders, build consensus
and move on, all while maintaining confidentiality
between the firms.”

earlier than we had expected,” says Michael H.
Jacobs, co-chair of Crowell & Moring’s Patent
Prosecution Group. “We were impressed with their
methodology and knowledge of what it takes to run
an IP prosecution team as efficiently as possible while
maintaining accuracy and attention to detail.”
Crowell & Moring COO Jim Dixon adds, “Building
trust is essential to a successful merger. We were

“We also worked with this group of leaders to
establish guiding principles to ensure their priorities
would propagate through all decision-making in the
integration workstreams after the merger. We still
refer to this list regularly.”

roadmap, Crowell engaged Aurora North to assist

very pleased at the way that the Aurora North team
was able to bring everyone together and implement
changes that will enhance the services we offer to
our clients.”
“By involving our consultants and identifying key
issues early in the process, we were able to invest
time in aligning internal cultures first, addressing
concerns early, and building consensus around a
realistic integration plan. Having a clear integration
roadmap in place on Day 1 helped Crowell & Moring
deliver a confident message both to clients and staff,”
says Dixon.
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Unique Considerations in IP

Our IP Assessments follow a consistent methodology.

“IP practices truly are unique. The combination of
highly specialized subject matter, transactional
velocity, and operational risks require special
handling within general practice firms,” says Adam
Kenney. “And, different practices can have very
different ways of working depending on their mix
of clients, subject areas and the types of work they
do. In this case, we had two strong and sophisticated
IP practices who had evolved different working cultures and processes.”

We meet with key stakeholders from across your IP
group to understand the culture, organization, and
processes. We then make recommendations to
enhance efficiency, mitigate risk, and amplify the
unique value the IP operations team brings to the
client experience.
Our Integration Roadmap involves an interactive
process where we align the strengths and needs
of each group, then engage a combined leadership
team to commit to a course of action. The result is

“We are proud to have been a part of building a
foundation for a successful integration,” says Kenney.

that your newly integrated firm can hit the ground
running with a clear plan of action for achieving the
business goals of the merger while providing greater
breadth and quality of service to your clients.

IP Assessments and Integration

Roadmap
At Aurora North, we understand that the stakes are
high in any merger or lateral transfer, and that confidentiality is critical until agreements are finalized. We
also appreciate that every combination is unique in
terms of what each party brings to the table.

About Aurora North
At Aurora North, we have in-depth expertise in IP practice management. We offer IP prosecution assessments to
evaluate law firm IP infrastructure, staffing approach, culture and business processes, and identify opportunities
within the practice for improving operational efficiency, risk mitigation and client service.
Our consultants are specialists who understand the business processes, policies and technology infrastructure
required in a modern IP practice, as well as the staffing models and training programs necessary for success in
a rapidly changing business environment.
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